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Adams Arms was developed with the idea in mind to transform and revolutionize 
the M16/AR15 Platform to a modern, more reliable firearm.

Our Mission is to meet the engineering and design needs that will further the technological capabilities of this 
platform through machining ingenuity, coating processes, system design & development while maintaining modularity.

We pride ourselves on delivering products and services that meet the high demands of today's educated consumer.
All products produced by Adams Arms are manufactured in the USA, machined out of the highest grade material for 
their application, use the most technologically advanced coating processes, and ALL PRODUCTS have a Limited Lifetime Warranty.

www.adamsarms.net
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OUR STORY

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Established in 2007, Adams Arms began with an innovative design that improved the operating system of AR style rifles. 
The Adams Arms Retrofit Kit provided users the ability to upgrade their existing direct impingement rifles to a piston operated system 
in a mere thirty minutes or less using a 3/4 inch wrench and hammer. We received a patent in 2008 and gained major OEM partnerships 
which quickly made our system the number one piston system on the market with more than three times the OEM contracts of competitors. 

By 2011 we were building our own upper assemblies and within a year we began manufacturing complete rifles. Adams Arms’ growth skyrocketed as we 
acquired our  largest OEM manufacturer allowing us to produce the majority of our parts in-house. Adams Arms has also developed and currently utilize 
some of the most technologically advanced manufacturing processes, machining techniques and coatings, including QPQ, PVDs and Nickels. Our Proprietary 
coatings far exceed Mil-Spec standards for quality and performance. 

We launched VooDoo Innovations, a sister company, in 2013. VooDoo brings high end coatings and processes to the direct impingement market. To support
the incredible growth, the company invested heavily in state-of-the-art machinery and added key leadership executives that resulted in more than 75%
of production being in house. Distribution channels were expanded.

Today, we continue to streamline production and grow our product line to offer the highest quality firearms and components in the industry. 

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE

MODERN WARRIOR
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The Adams ARms Advantage

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

How Does an AR15/M16 Work?
In the 1957 Eugene Stoner developed the AR15/M16 rifle that shoots the .223 Remington/5.56 NATO caliber rounds. 
The design of this rifle utilizes the gases that push the bullet down the barrel to cycle the action of the 
semi-automatic and full-automatic AR15/M16 rifle. These gases are vented into a gas tube through a hole on the 
barrel (the gas port). The gases travel back toward the receiver of the firearm and use its pressure to push 
the bolt carrier backwards toward the stock of the rifle. This rearward movement of the bolt carrier rotates 
the bothe bolt out of chamber (by utilizing the cam pin and cam pin channel) which will eject the empty casing of the fire 
round. The bolt carrier travels against a buffer and spring in the buffer extension tube (located inside the stock) 
just behind the receiver. This compresses the buffer spring that will push the bolt carrier forward toward the 
magazine and barrel. The bolt carrier and bolt then strip a new round from the top of the magazine feeding it 
into the barrels chamber and rotates the bolt to lock into place. This utilization of gases to cycle a firearm’s action
is known as Direct Impingement. It is the biggest flaw and concern with the AR15/M16. Because these gases are 
released into the receiver, a lreleased into the receiver, a layer of carbon and burnt gases coat all the moving parts of the firearm. This also 
leaves a lot of heat inside the receiver causing undue stress and wear on many critical parts. All of these issues give 
the AR15/M16 a reputation for being unreliable and having issues like failure to feed or failure to eject. In a 
combat situation, this could be the difference between life and death.

The Adams Arms Difference
Adams Arms proprietary operating systems mechanically actuate the bolt carrier external of the receiver. This keeps the internal receiver and all the critical moving parts clean 
and free from heat and carbon build up. Here are some of the main differences when using the Adams Arms Operating System:

 - Short Stroke Free Floating Piston System
- Self Cleaning
- Carbon and gases are expelled forward, away from the operator
- Bolt Carrier Group and other critical components remain cool and clean
- Corrosive resistant coating processes
- Harmonics are not transferred into the barrel
- - Adjustable gas settings for various applications
- Doesn't vent direct to atmospheric pressure; this eliminates flash signature and supersonic crack which is optimal for night vision and suppressed fire
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SMALL FRAME .308

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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.308 RIFLES
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Adams Arms is proud to announce the Introduction of our Revolutionary new Piston Driven Small Frame .308 Rifle! With our years of research and   
development we’ve engineered the finest .308 to ever hit the market.  Weighing in at under 8 pounds and more than 50% reciprocal to standard AR-15 
components, the new SF-308 PATROL and SF-308 PATROL Enhanced rifles will be  setting a new standard in the firearms industry. 

16” MID LENGTH SF-308 PATROL RIFLE

16” Mid LENGTH SF-308 PATROL ENHANCED RIFLE



         C.O.R. RIFLE

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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Specialty rifles
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our specialty rifles have been designed with our voodoo innovations ultra lite barrels in rifle length gas systems for an impressive shooting experience.
each rifle has unique attributes that fit the needs for specific shooters but offer a multipurpose platform for various applicatoins. The Competition
optic Ready (C.O.R.) rifle is designed by and for competition shooters, while the Advanced dissipator rifle offers a lightweight and classic Design. 
Our specialty rifles are chambered in 5.56x45mm.

16.5” rifle length ultra lite c.o.r. rifle

16.5” rifle length advanced dissipator RIFLE



Tactical Evo RIFLES

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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The TACTICAL EVO model rifles are designed with our patented piston system, ergonomic free float RAILs, UPGRADED COLLAPSIBLE stock, ERGO GRIP, and A2 Flash   
Hider, which offers a lightweight tactical rail system that can be easily configured for all of the shooters needs. These tactical evo  Rifles come with 
our  voodoo barrels chambered in 5.56x45mm 1/7 twist with m4 feed ramps.  

14.5” Pinned MID LENGTH TACTICAL EVO RIFLE16” MID LENGTH TACTICAL EVO RIFLE

16” MID LENGTH XLP TACTICAL EVO RIFLE 14.5” PINNED MID LENGTH XLP TACTICAL EVO RIFLE

16” Mid LENGTH TACTICAL EVO COMPLIANT RIFLE



BASE RIFLES
The Base model rifles are designed with our patented piston system, modified M4-style handguards, A2 6-position stock, A2 Grip, and A2 Flash Hider,   
which offers a complete rifle with all the benefits of our Piston System in a lightweight and simple package. These Base Rifles come with our 
voodoo barrels chambered in 5.56x45mm or 5.45x39 with m4 feed ramps. 

www.adamsarms.net
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14.5” PINNED MID LENGTH BASE RIFLE 5.5616” Carbine LENGTH BASE RIFLE 5.56

16” MID LENGTH BASE RIFLE 5.4516” Mid LENGTH Base Rifle 5.56 



AR PISTOLS

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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The AR PISTOLS  are designed with our patented piston system, ergonomic free float RAILS, and the non-adjustable pistol buffer tubes. The AR pistol offers 
the accuracy and performance of our rifles in a compact and lightweight package, GIVING the end-user a short-barreled option with maximum mobility.   
all adams arms pistols include our  voodoo barrels and our lifetime warranty. 

11.5” TACTICAL EVO pistol - 5.567.5” TACTICAL EVO pistol - 5.56

9.5” XLP Tactical evo pistol - 300BLK 12.5” XLP TACTICAL EVO Pistol - 300BLK



complete uppers

www.adamsarms.net
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ULTRA LITE UPPERS

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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The EVO ULTRA LITE uppers are designed with our patented piston system and are the ultimate lightweight option with the best maneuverability for
 multiple applications. this also offers a lightweight tactical rail system that can be easily configured for all of the shooters needs. These uppers  
include our  ultra lite voodoo barrels chambered in 5.56x45mm 1/7 twist with m4 feed ramps. 

16.5” Rifle Length C.O.R. Upper with D-45 Sights 16.5” Rifle LENGTH Advanced Dissipator Upper

16” MID LENGTH EVO ULTRA LITE UPPER 14.5”  MID LENGTH EVO ULTRA LITE UPPER



Tactical Evo uppers

www.adamsarms.net
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The TACTICAL EVO model Uppers are designed with our patented piston system, ergonomic free float RAILS, and are available in a variety of lengths.   
the evolution rail offers a lightweight tactical rail system that can be easily configured for all of the shooters needs. These tactical evo  uppers 
come with our  voodoo barrels chambered in 5.56x45mm 1/7 twist with m4 feed ramps. 

16” Mid Length TACTICAL EVO upper 16” MID LENGTH COMPLIANT UPPER 14.5” MID LENGTH XLP TACTICAL EVO UPPER

16” MID LENGTH XLP TACTICAL EVO RIFLE 11.5” CARBINE LENGTH TACTICAL EVO UPPER 7.5” PISTOL LENGTH TACTICAL EVO UPPER



piston kits

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

The M16/AR15 is one of the most common, versatile platforms with both civilian and military/law enforcement applications. For
decades, numerous manufacturers have produced these rifles and now millions are in service around the world. Some believe the
M16/AR15 rifle should be replaced with rifle platforms more recently developed and costing much more than current models now in 
service. Our piston system was created with these millions in mind.

Adams Arms retro-fit piston system will work on an array of barrel lengths, diameters and calibers. With gases no longer being 
dumped into dumped into your receiver, you’ll be able to run the gun for thousands of rounds with Very little lube or maintenance required.
No longer will you need to bring a bottle of gun oil and small cleaning kit with you every time you run a course, have a long day at 
the range, or go into battle. You can pick up your rifle and know it’s ready to go!

The Adams Arms piston system’s simplicity of design allows it to work on the majority of AR’s, as well as the broadest assortment of 
rails/hand guards on the market. It is a true drop-in system that the average end user can easily install in 30 minutes with some 
basic hand toolbasic hand tools. With very little maintenance required of the system, this will be the fastest, easiest and best upgrade you could 
ever make to your AR.

System length is determined by measuring the distance from the start of the barrel extension to the shoulder of the barrel: 
Pistol – 4.846” / Carbine – 7.866” / Mid – 9.866” / Rifle – 13.241” 

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE

MODERN WARRIOR
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PISTON KITS
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Our revolutionary retro-fit piston system is designed to convert your standard direct impingement rifle to a clean, cool, reliable system without
 extensive modifications. our patented piston system is a drop-in system that works on any mil-spec ar15 and is compatible with most standard ar15   
parts. our kits have been treated by various coating applications to increase durability, lubricity, and longevity, and come with a lifetime warranty. 

Standard picatinny rail piston kit
available in: pistol, carbine, mid-length, and rifle length

our original design offers a .750” gas block with standard height picatinny rail.
 
kit includes: gas block with screws, gas plug assembly, drive rod with spring and bushing,
one piece bolt carrier (low mass optional), bolt spring, receiver bushing, dowel rod,
modified m4 hand guards and cap (emodified m4 hand guards and cap (except pistol), and our instructional dvd.

XLP LOW PROFILE PISTON KIT
Available in: pistol, carbine, mid-length, and rifle length

Our new low profile xlp system is designed to fit under most rails and handguards. 
the selector includes five different settings for various applications. 

Kit includes: gas block with screws, gas plug (selector), drive rod with spring and bushing,
one piece bolt carrier (low mass optional), bolt spring, receiver bushing, dowel rod, and dvd.



voodoo innovations

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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voodoo innovations - lifecoat
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What is LifeCoat?
VooDoo Innovations (VDI) has trademarked the term LifeCoat. The term is used to describe a multitude of coating processes that best fit the 
application of the part. Each part serves a different purpose and therefore has different applicable needs for surface protection, lubricity, hardness 
and color. Some coatings are “Line of Sight” coatings and can only coat outside dimensions of a part. While other coatings are baths and therefore have 
the ability to coat blind holes as well as other internal cavities. All coating processes have an intended purpose. Some coating processes offer superior 
lubricitlubricity, but may not be hard enough to hold up over long periods of time on point-to-point contact surfaces.

At VDI, we have taken our years of experience in the world of Mechanics, Engineering and Firearms’ Technology to apply these processes to their best 
intended application. Having the ability to offer specific materials, machining techniques, coatings and apply them to the purpose of the part is what 
allows us to offer Life-Time Warranties on the parts we produce.

Many variables come into play when applying various coatings; from heat and surface preparation to friction on mating contact points. Our various coating
processes include one of or a combinprocesses include one of or a combination of the following (varies by part): nickel, pvd, melonite, and Salt Bath Nitro-Carburizing.

VooDoo Barrels
Our barrels are finished with a proprietary LifeCoat process inside and out. Unlike hard chrome and magnesium 
phosphate, LifeCoat is a molecular bonding process with the metal. It allows the chemicals to seep down below 
the surface area of the metal, instead of just adding a top layer. This means that the barrel can be cut to a true 
rifle bore while maintaining complete corrosion resistance and virtually no wear.

Now you have the accuracy and efficiency of a stainless steel barrel, with the durability of a chrome lined barrel.



ultra lite barrels

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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our voodoo innovations ultra lite barrels are designed for weight-savings without sacrificing durability or accuracy. All voodoo barrels are coated   
with our proprietary lifecoat process, which allows us to offer a lifetime warranty and accuracy guarantee.  our ultra lite barrels are chambered
in 5.56x45mm with m4 feed ramps. 

16” carbine length .625 ultra lite barrel 16” Mid Length .625 ultra lite barrel 18” rifle length .625 ultra lite barrel

7.5” pistollength .625 ultra lite barrel 11.5” carbine Length .625 ultra lite barrel 14.5” mid length .625 ultra lite barrel

14.5” mid length .750 ultra lite c.o.r. barrel 16.5” rifle length .750 ultra lite c.o.r. barrel 18” Rifle length .750 ultra lite C.O.R. barrel



standard barrels
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our voodoo innovations standard barrels are designed in various lengths and contours with durability and accuracy. All voodoo barrels are coated   
with our proprietary lifecoat process, which allows us to offer a lifetime warranty and accuracy guarantee.  our voodoo barrels are chambered
in 5.56x45mm with m4 feed ramps. 

16” carbine length M4 Profile barrel 16” Mid Length medium contour barrel 16” Mid Length compliant barrel

7.5” pistol length HEAVY barrel 11.5” carbine Length medium barrel 14.5” mid length government contour barrel

16” mid length FLUTED barrel 18” MID length FLUTED barrel 18” Rifle length FLUTED barrel



.30 cal barrels

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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our voodoo innovations standard barrels are designed in various lengths and contours with durability and accuracy. All voodoo barrels are coated   
with our proprietary lifecoat process, which allows us to offer a lifetime warranty and accuracy guarantee.  our .30 cal barrels are available in
300BLK with m4 feed ramps or our new .308 win. 

16” pistol length medium contour barrel 300blk 16” carbine Length medium contour barrel 300blk 16” Mid Length medium contour barrel .308

9.5” pistol length medium contour barrel 300blk 12.5” pistol Length medium contour barrel 300blk 14.5” pistol length medium contour barrel 300BLK



bolt carriers
We offer various bolt carriers through adams arms and voodoo innovations. all available bolt carriers are full auto rated and come with a 
lifetime warranty. voodoo innovations carriers are compatible with any mil-spec direct impingement rifle and the bolt carriers, bolt assemblies, 
firing pins, and cam pins are all treated with our proprietary lifecoat process. 

www.adamsarms.net
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voodoo d.i. lifecoat low mass carriervoodoo D.I. lifecoat standard carrier

VDI LifeCoat cam pin and firing pinVDI LifeCoat Bolt assembly



voodoo innovations parts

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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all voodoo innovations parts are treated with our proprietary lifecoat process for longevity, durability, and corrosion resistance. vdi lifecoat parts 
are all manufactured in the u.s.a. and come with a lifetime warranty.  

VDI Extended Manimal Flash hider 5.56 vdi lifecoat jet comp 5.56 vdi lifecoat jet comp .30 cal

vdi lifecoat direct impingement gas tubes vdi lifecoat lower parts kit vdi lifecoat lower parts package
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